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Autorotation (fixed-wing aircraft) 

 

For fixed-wing aircraft, autorotation is the tendency of an aircraft in or near a stall to 

roll spontaneously to the right or left, leading to a spin (a state of continuous autorotation). 

 

Autorotation in fixed-wing aircraft 

 

A typical graph of lift coefficient and drag coefficient versus angle of attack. At any 

angle of attack greater than the staling angle an increase in angle of attack causes a reduction 

in lift coefficient and a decrease in angle of attack causes an increase in lift coefficient. 
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When the angle of attack is less than the staling angle any increase in angle of attack 

causes an   increase   in lift coefficient that   causes   the wing to   rise.   As   the wing rises the angle 

of attack and lift coefficient decrease which tend to restore the wing to its original angle of 

attack. Conversely any decrease in angle of attack causes a decrease in lift coefficient which 

causes the wing to descend. As the wing descends, the angle of attack and lift coefficient 

increase which tends to restore the wing to its original angle of attack. For this reason the 

angle of attack is stable when it is less than the staling angle. The aircraft displays damping 

in rol. 

When the wing is staled and the angle of attack is greater than the staling angle any 

increase in angle of attack causes a decrease in lift coefficient that causes the wing to 

descend. As the wing descends the angle of attack increases, which causes the lift coefficient 

to decrease and the angle of attack to increase. Conversely any decrease in angle of attack 

causes an increase in lift coefficient that causes the wing to rise. As the wing rises the angle 

of attack decreases and causes the lift coefficient to increase further towards the maximum 

lift coefficient. For this reason the angle of attack is unstable when it is greater than the 

staling angle. Any disturbance   of   the   angle of   attack   on   one   wing wil cause   the whole wing 

to roll spontaneously and continuously. 

When the angle of attack on the wing of an aircraft reaches the staling angle the 

aircraft is at risk of autorotation. This wil eventualy develop into a spin if the pilot does not 

take corrective action. 

Autorotation in kites and gliders 

1. Magnus   effect rotating kites   (wing flipping or   wing    tumbling)    that    have    the    rotation 

axis bluntly normal to the stream direction use autorotation; a net lift is possible that 

lifts the kite and payload to altitude. The Rotoplane, the UFO rotating kite, and the 

Skybow rotating ribbon arch kite use the Magnus effect resulting from the autorotating 

wing with rotation axis normal to the stream. 

2. Some kites are equipped with autorotation wings. 

3. Again, a third kind of autorotation occurs in self-rotating bols, rotating parachutes, or 

rotating helical objects sometimes used as kite tails or kite-line laundry. This kind of 

autorotation drives wind and water propeller-type turbines, sometimes used to generate 

electricity. 

4. Unlocked engine-off aircraft propellers may auto rotate. Such autorotation is being 

explored for generating electricity to recharge flight-driving batteries. 

http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Angle_of_attack
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Stall_(flight)
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Lift_coefficient
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Spin_(flight)
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Magnus_effect
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A spin is a condition of staled flight in which the aircraft descends in a spiral descent. 

During a   spin,    the    aircraft wil be   simultaneously roling,    yawing and   pitching until recovery 

is initiated by the pilot. 

 
If an aircraft is either inadvertently or deliberately brought to the stal, a characteristic 

occurrence may be that one wing wil drop. There   are   several   reasons   causing this condition, 

but usualy it is the development of yaw when the aircraft is close to, or at the (staling) 

critical angle of attack. In a spin, when the aircraft is   brought   close   to   a    stal,   a   smal   roling 

action induces a change in the angle of attack, affecting each wing. The lower wing attains a 

higher angle of attack and approaches the stall sooner, resulting in a sudden drop of this wing. 

 

For a spin to develop, an excessive angle of attack and a positive yawing action are 

usualy required. Generaly, the conventional aircraft must be staled before autorotation 

takes place. 

 

Once the aircraft has entered a spin, it is quite possible that it wil "Auto rotate". This 

occurs when the dropping wing stals further, resulting in an increase in drag and less lift. The 

aircraft then rols and sideslips as the nose drops. If the pilot does not take corrective action, 

the rate of rotation wil increase with the aircraft in a nose down attitude, increasing the  spin. 


